At least 40 external partners from North America, Africa, and Europe contributed work to this show.

The finished show is made up of approximately 45,000 individual files and takes up more than a terabyte of storage space! That’s about four times as much storage space as you’ll find in an off-the-shelf MacBook Air.

To the best of our knowledge, *Niyah and the Multiverse* is the world’s first Afrofuturist planetarium show (and the first planetarium show to explore theories of the multiverse).

Show writer Taylor Witten and voice actor Lisa Beasley were both founding members of Wakandacon.

Show writer Ytasha Womack literally wrote the book on Afrofuturism (*Afrofuturism: The World of Black Sci-Fi and Fantasy Culture*)!

Kim Mercer, the voice of Young Niyah, is a communications executive in real life.

This is the first Adler production in 15 years to feature multiple animated characters.

No cats were harmed in the making of this movie.

**FUN FACTS**